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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is common knowledge that the supremum of the modulus of the Rayleigh 
quotient of a normal operator A in a Hilbert space H with complex scalars 
equals its norm [8, 111. Even in the absence of normality an operator may 
still have this property. In this paper we investigate, among other things, an 
interesting behavior manifested by a sequence of vectors for which the 
supremum-that is equal to the norm of the operator-is “tended to.” An 
idea of “two sequences of vectors tending to linear dependence” has also 
been introduced in this connection. Stating a simple proposition, which 
gives a necessary and sufficient condition that an operator may have the 
first mentioned property, we draw some important conclusions. We next show 
that whatever be the value of the supremum or infimum of the modulus of 
Rayleigh quotient, the operator tries hard to evince a normal-operator-like 
behavior at the supremum or infimum. It will also be seen that if at the said 
extrema the Rayleigh quotient becomes purely real (or purely imaginary) then 
it belongs, under some conditions, to the point spectrum of +(A + A*) 
(or &(A - A*), A* b eing the adjoint operator of A. We then attempt to 
modify the classical recursive variational characterization of eigenvalues of a 
compact self-adjoint or normal operator [2,7,8], to suit any compact operator. 
It is also known that for a compact normal operator the supremum of the 
modulus of the Rayleigh quotient over any reducing subspace is always 
attained. A vector for which the said supremum is attained turns out to be an 
eigenvector. The only possible limit point of nonzero eigenvalues which 
are also of finite multiplicity is zero. Here we prove the converse. That is, if 
an operator be such that the modulus of the Rayleigh quotient has a maximum 
over any reducing subspace and also, a vector corresponding to the said 
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maximum is an eigenvector, then the operator is compact and normal if the 
only posible limit point of nonzero eigenvalues is zero and they are of 
finite multiplicity. 
In what follows we shall be concerned with a separable Hilbert space H 
with complex scalars. The inner product is denoted by (f,g) and the norm 
by I/ f[i = (f,f)1’2. The notation fn -f means that the sequence (fn} con- 
verges weakly to f. By an operator we shall always mean a bounded linear 
transformation. If A be an operator then its adjoint is denoted by A*. The 
Rayleigh quotient of A is denoted by R(f) = (Af, f)/(f, f) and sup 1 R(f)] 
by N/i . 
The spectral radius Y(A) of A is defined by 
Y(A) = sup{z: Z E A(A)}, 
where A(A) stands for the spectrum of A. 
2. SOME INTERESTING RESULTS 
We first develop an idea of two sequences of vectors “tending to linear 
dependence” which will prove useful for derivation of the results of this 
section. We prepare 
LEMMA 1. If (xm} and { yn} be two sequences of vectors in H such that 
llyn 11 3 /3 > 0 (or /I x, I/ > a> 0) for all n and 
N%,Yd -II%rIIIIY,ll-+0 
as m, n --+ co in some manner, then 
xllz - K%n 3 YnMYn 2 Yd Yn -+ 0 
(OYY?n - [(Ym 3 xn)/(xn 9 %)I xn --+ 0) 
as m, n -+ co in the same manner. 
Proof. Since 
II%n - Kx7n 9 YMYn 9 YJ Yn II2 = (II xm II2 II Yn II2 - I&n J Y3l”)ill Yla /I2 
identically and j/ yn j/ > /3 > 0 for all n, the lemma follows. 
Two such sequences may be said to tend to linear dependence. It may be 
emphasized that {xm} or { yS} need not tend to any limit, nor is it necessary that 
lim[(x, , m)/(m , Y,JI or W’(ym , x,>/(xn , 41 should exist. 
If lim[(xm , y,J/( yn , yJ] = k then obviously x, - kyzy, + 0. 
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If again a sequence (x~} of vectors be such that I/ X, I] 3 01 > 0 and 
IG%lY %)I - II xnl II II xn II --+ 0 
as m, n + co then 
One very common example of such a sequence which tends to linear depend- 
ence with itself is a Cauchy sequence {xn} and we have x, - x, + 0. 
Here W(x, , x,)/(xn , x,)] = 1 if 11 x, II > OL > 0 for all n. 
We shall make use of Lemma 1 to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be such an operator that NA = Ij A II . If (fn} be a 
weakly convergent sequence of unit vectors (- f) for which I(Afn , f,Jl + 11 A II , 
the-n Wfn , fn>l d oes converge and the limit is attained if f # 0 i.e., if the limit 
is not attained f must be zero. 
Proof. Since I(Afn , f,J < ]I Afn ]j < I] A II , it is clear that I/ Afn II -+ II A II . 
So, I(Afn ,fn>l - II Afn II llfn II -+ 0. Hence by Lemma 1 we get 
Afn - (Afn ,fn)fn -+ 0 
or 
(Afn,f)-(Afn,fn)(fn,f)--+O. 
But (Afn9f)-+(Afpf) and(f,,f)+(f,f) ~0, 
(Af,ff) - lWAfn ,f,J (f,f> = 0 
or 
WAfrz , fn) = (Af, f )/(f, f) if f#O. 
Therefore, the theorem follows. 
Theorem 1 has an interesting corollary. 
COROLLARY. Iffn-fb e a weakly convergent sequence of unit vectors such 
that II Afm ]I-+ II A II , then the sup is attained if f # 0, but if the sup is not 
attained f must be zero. 
Proof. /I Af,, ]I2 -+ I] A ]I2 implies (A*Af, , f,J -+ II A II2 = II A*A II . Now 
applying the foregoing arguments to the operator A*A we obtain the corollary. 
3. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 
We include in this section a necessary and sufficient condition that 
NA = II A ]I which is very simple but yet has interesting consequences. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
1 0 0 
A= 0 0 0. I 1 0 1 0 
so, 
1 0 0 
A2 = 
1 1 
0 0 0 ) II A II = II A2 II = 1. 
0 0 0 
Hence NA = I/ A Ij . 
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THEOREM 2. A necessary and sz@cknt condition that iv, = 11 A (1 is 
~upI(A~f,j)/(f,f)l = /) A linfor an integer n > 1. 
Proof. Obvious from the spectral mapping theorem. 
An immediate corollary of this is: 
COROLLARY. If Am is seZf-adjoint or normal and jj A” 11 = II A Ilrn fey some 
integer m > 1 then NA = I/ A /I . 
With the help of this Corollary examples of operators can be constructed 
which are not even normal but still have the property NA = II A 11 . 
We denote by Ij A /Is the norm of an operator A restricted to the subspace 
S. Now we have a theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If AB be compact and normal, where p is an integer greater 
than one, and I/ A” Ils = 11 A Ilgfor all subspaces S which reduce A then A itself 
must be compact and normal. 
Proof. Since Ap is compact and normal there exists g, such that 
APg, = /*.a , I ~1 I = II Ap II = II A Ilp. 
So, there exists fi , I/ fi // = 1, and hr such that 
Afi = 4f1 Y I A, lp = I ~1 I = II A Ilp 
(by Theorem 1, p. 331, [3]). Also, since 
l(A*f, ,fi)l = II A*f, II = II A II 
we have A*f, = &fl . So, if S, be the subspace of all f such that (fi , f) = 0 
then evidently S, reduces A. But by hypothesis II A II& = II Ap IJs1 . SO, 
reasoning in the same way we get 
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Continuing in this way we obtain 
Also, 
and I An I” = I A, I = II A II:,-, . 
Therefore h, + 0 as pn -+ 0. Thus we are able to arrive at the expansion 
formula 
Af = f h(f,fi)fi , f E H> 
i=l 
with X, --+ 0. Hence we conclude that A is normal and compact. 
It may be noted that 11 Ap /Is = 11 A IIs 2,is true for all normal operators, but 
0 1 0 
A=000 I 1 0 0 0 
is an example of a non-normal operator with the same property. Hence the 
assumption 11 A" /IS = /I A 11: is weaker than assumption of normality. 
4. A LOWER BOUND FOR NA 
It follows from the Bendixson-Hirsch theorem that NA > r(A) for any 
operator. We attempt here to give a better lower bound for NA . It is proved 
in [8] that NA 3 (11 A 11/2) and NA2 3 NAa . We obtain from those that 
N, 3 NY; 3 I/ A2"l/1'2n/221': 
Hence 
11 A 11 IIA2 lj1'2 II A4 lj1'4 11 A2"l/1'2" ~(~+l) ~~~ . . . 
2 y/2 2114 2112" 1 
so, 
11 A 11 1 A2 //1'2 // A4 /l1'4 II A2" 111'2" l'(n+l) -~~ ... 
2112 2114 I 21/2" * 
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Again 
li+i[l’ A 11 1 A2 lll/2 I/ A4 111’4 ... I/ AZ” j[1’2n]ll(n+l) 
exists because the sequence is monotone. Therefore 
N,, > li+~~[ll A jj Ij A2 (\1’2 *-a 11 A2” l11’2n]1’(n+1) - lii [+ $ &]l”n+l) 
= li+i[II A 11 1 A2 ll1’2 ... 11 A2” l/1’2n]1’(n+1) 
> ji+.i 11 A2” 111’2” = r(A). 
Hence we obtain the theorem: 
THEOREM 4. For any operator A the inequality 
NA >, lil&Jl A [I 11 A2 l/1’2 jl A4 l[1’4 *** II A2” 111’2n]1’(n+l) > r(A) 
holds. 
It may be noticed that for any operator for which II A2” II = II A lj2(1 we have 
the equality 
NA = I/ A\\ = r(A). 
5. NORMAL BEHAVIOUR 
Consider NA , the supremum of I(Af,f)I/(f,f), f~ H. Let (f,J be a 
sequence of vectors with unit norm, i.e. I/ fn Ij = 1, such that I(AfW ,f,Jl -+ NA. 
Since unit sphere in H is weakly compact it is always possible to get a sub- 
sequence {j,} of (fn} such that f,,, - f and {(Afn, , fn,)} converges. We 
assume that such a choice has already been made and write fn 1-f and 
((Afn , fn)} --f h with 1 A I = NA . Let t be a real variable and 
w n (t> = I(A(fn + t&f, + &)I 
(fn + &9fn + tg) ’ (1) 
where g is an arbitrary but fixed vector in H. 
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exists and is a function of t, say w(t). Since 
w(0) = su; yg 
> 
we must have w’(0) = 0. It may be easily verified that 
Hence we get 
w’(0) = pt Wn’(0) = 0. (2) 
At’ Re((A + A*)fn , g) + @” WA - A*)fn , g) - 2 I A’“’ I2 Re(f, , g) - 0, 
(3) 
where 
(Afn ,fn) = ii(“) = A:’ + iAk”’ 
and Re and Im stand for real part and imaginary part of a compIex number, 
respectively. From (3) we get 
~,Re((A+A*)f,g)+~,Im((A-A*)f,g)-22~X2~(f,g)=0, (4) 
where 
Pf -+ h (= x, + ih,). 
Choose g = Af - A*f in (4) to get 
II Af II - II A*f II = 0, (5a) 
if A, # 0. If A, = 0 put g = i(Af + A*f) to get 
II Af II - II A*f II = 0. (5b) 
Combining (5a) and (5b) we have II Af II = jl A*f /I in all cases. Hence we have 
the proposition: 
THEOREM 5. If(fn>b e a sequence of z&t vectors so chosen that fw - f ( # 0), 
{(Afn ,fn>> converges and I(Afn ,fJ - NA then II Af II = II A*f II . 
COROLLARY. If it happens that h = limn+m Xtn) is real, f # 0, (OY pure 
imaginary) then h belongs to the point spectrum of (A + A*)2 ur (A - A*/2). 
Proof. From (4) we obtain 
h, Re(Af + A*f, g) - 2Az2 Re(f, g) = 0. 
or 
Re(Af + A*f - U,f,g) = 0. 
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Choosing g = Af + A*f - 2&f we get 
(A +A*)f+ ~__ 
2 
since h = AE . Note that in our arguments H can be replaced by a reducing 
subspace of A and supremum of / R(f)] by i&mum of j R(f)1 if the latter 
is not zero. Let .f, -f be so chosen that ((Afn ,fn)} converges and 
I(Afn , fn)i --+ NA . Then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. If Afn - hfn - 0 then A*fn - hfn - 0 and conversely. Also 
if(A + A*) fn - 2&f,- 0 then (A - A*) fn - 2dVfn - Oprovided h, # 0 
and conversely (A - A*) fn - 2ih,f 12 - 0 implies (A + A*) f,, - 2&f, - 0 
if h, # 0. 
Proof. Easily follows from (3). 
COROLLARY. If the sup in question is attained for some unit vector f (which 
is always the case with compact operators) then Af = hf, ( h / = NA , implies 
A*f = xf and conversely. 
This shows that A*Af = AA*f = / h I2 f. This observation enables us to 
obtain a modification of the classical recursive variational principle used to 
characterize the eigenvalues of a compact self-adjoint operator to apply to 
any compact operator. 
Let T be the maximal subspace which reduces A and is such that 
AA*f = A*Af whenever f E T. Denoting by P the projection operator on T 
we easily see that AP is a normal operator. If A is compact then AP is also 
compact. Hence the eigenvalue hi’s of the compact normal operator AP have 
the following recursive variational characterization 
where Afi = h,f,; i, k = 1, 2 ,.... Now we have the following proposition. 
THEOREM 7. If T is not null then A will have all the eigenvalues of AP as 
its eigenvalues. Any etgenvalue p of A which is characterized by 
where S is an invariant subspace qf A and A*, must be one of the eigenvalue 
Ai’s of AP. 
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Proof. For any f E H, Pf and APf belongs to T. So APf = hf implies 
f E T. Therefore Pf = f and Af = Af. This proves that all the eigenvalues of 
AP are also eigenvalues of A. The rest of the assertion follows from the Corol- 
lary to Theorem 6, if only we notice that in all the relevant arguments H 
could be replaced by any subspace that reduces A. T may be called 
the “Normal Core” of the operator A. 
Let A be a compact normal operator in H and S be any reducing subspace 
of A. Then 
is always attained for some vector g which is also an eigenvector of A. Each 
nonzero eigenvalue has finite multiplicity and the only possible limit point 
of nonzero eigenvalues is zero. We shall prove in the following theorem that 
these two properties are enough to characterize a compact normal operator. 
THEOREM 8. If an operator A be such that 
where S is any reducing subspace of A, is always attainedfor an eigenvector of A 
belonging to S and that the nonzero eigenvalues have Jinite multiplicity with 
only possible limit zero then the operator is normal and compact. 
Proof. Consider 
Let Afi = X,fr with / A, 1 = NA . Then by corollary to Theorem 6 we have 
A*f, = AIf1 . Hence any other eigenvector of A or A* must be orthogonal 
to fi . Let S, be the subspace of all vectors f such that (f, fi) = 0. Obviously 
S, reduces A. Hence by similar arguments we get Afi = X,f2, A*f, = &fi. 
Continuing in this way we shall get a sequence (Ai} of eigenvalues such that 
I 4 I 3 I 4 I >, I X3 I b ..., where 
I L+1 I = y$ 
I(Af,f)l 
(f, f) and Afn = Lfn > A*fn = x,fn. 
Since &‘s are of finite multiplicity with possible limit point zero, we have 
I(Aftf)l +. 
;:x (f,f> 
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as n + co. So, the orthogonal complement of the subspace generated by the 
eigenvectors of corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues must be the null space 
of A. Hence A is normal in H. So, we can easily arrive at the expansion 
formula 
Af = 1 Uf,fi)fi 
i=l 
by using the properties of a normal operator. This shows that it is also 
compact and the proof of Theorem 8 is complete. 
I thank Dr C. N. Kaul and Prof. G. Bandyopadhyay for their kind help. 
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